Automated Hog Sorting System

SORTALL REVOLUTION 2

by Schick Enterprises

Single Scale Handles up to 1400 Head
All Stainless Steel Construction
Features Smart Gates
Accessible Anywhere Remotely
Activities

Main (default)
- Allows maximum access to food while encouraging animals to keep using scale.

Train
- Used when population enters into building to familiarize them with the scale.
- Stops automatically based on transition point specified by user (weight or time).

Cross Sorting
- Sorts between pens from left to right, right to left or both directions at the same time.

Market, Sort Out
- Sorts to the holding pen left, right or both pens at the same time.

Paint
- Paints any weight range at any time.

Population
Summary
- Tracks current population totals. Initial, Died, Culled, % lost, Marketed.

Adjustments
- As the population changes adjustments are created so that accurate reports can be generated.
**Reports**

**Weight Distribution**
- Shows number of animals at various weights.
- Provides total head, total weight and average weight.
- Used in conjunction with Average Daily Gain to make market projections.

**Average Daily Gain**
- Average Daily Gain plotted weekly.
- Reports available for left, right and both pens.

**Temperature**
- High, low, average.
- Optimal temperature range displayed for average weight.
Patented Pig Flow

- SortAll Revolution 2 Placed between two pens to increase versatility
- Gates move automatically to train and sort pigs naturally

COLOR KEY
GENERAL POPULATION
PIGS ENTERING THE SORTALL REVOLUTION
PIGS SORTED FROM ONE PEN TO THE OTHER
PIGS FREE CHOOSING THE SCALE
PIGS BEING SORTED INTO THE HOLDING PEN

A. Normal Growth

B. Sorting to Market
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